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This Release guide is intended for use as an overview of new functionality in a release 
and is not intended to be a comprehensive all-encompassing detailed list of all 
changes, and represents the current view of the Sage 100 ERP 2013 product direction. 
The information is subject to change at any time without notice. 

RELEASE HIGHLIGHTS 
Sage 100 ERP 2013 includes enhancements across the product in Accounts Payable, Accounts 
Receivable, Bank Reconciliation, Inventory Management, Paperless Office, Sage CRM, 
Intelligence Reporting, and enhanced Credit Card Processing through Sage Exchange:  

Reduce time navigating through your system using Visual Process Flows, which you can 
customize for your business, and by user role  

Simplify the process of matching invoices from vendors by using the expanded 
Accounts Payable Invoice Number field  

Experience increased flexibility of Credit Card processing through Sage Exchange 
including card-swipe capabilities, charges for repetitive invoices and Accounts 
Receivable invoices, and more 

Efficiently designate customers and vendors as Inactive without losing historical 
information 

Streamline Bank Reconciliation by viewing relevant bank information in convenient 
places, such as cleared checks in Accounts Payable Vendor Maintenance 

Easily design new reports and modify existing ones using new Intelligence Reporting 
Report Designer enhancements  

Align Multiple ERP companies to a single CRM database   

Process Sage 100 ERP quotes and orders in the familiar Sage CRM environment via 
Quick Order Entry screens without installing Sage 100 ERP on the workstation  

Efficiently and cost effectively manage your shipping process and streamline rate 
shopping 

Simplify your software update process using the new Sage Advisor Update console 
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RELEASE OVERVIEW 
The Sage 100 ERP 2013 release (formerly Sage ERP MAS 90 and 200 5.0) provides 
compelling value to existing customers, generates interest in the marketplace with new 
connected services and add-on solutions, and continues to offer more deployment and pricing 
options. Substantial value is provided to existing customers through new usability 
enhancements such as Visual Process Flows, delivering on top enhancement requests, 
simplifying application of Sage 100 ERP Product Updates via Auto Updates, enhanced Credit 
Card Processing using Sage Exchange, and more.    

The main feature and functionality enhancements in Sage 100 ERP 2013 are in Accounts 
Payable, Bank Reconciliation, Inventory Management, Paperless Office, Sage CRM, 
Intelligence Reporting, and enhanced Credit Card Processing through Sage Exchange. The 
Accounts Payable Invoice Number field is expanded, customers and vendors can be 
designated as Inactive, Paperless Office can utilize public email servers, and several 
enhancements were made to the Inventory Maintenance screen. Multiple ERP companies can 
now be aligned to a single CRM database, and Quick Order Entry screens enable Sage 100 
ERP quotes and orders to be processed in the familiar Sage CRM environment. These 
customer-requested features and functionality were obtained through various feedback and 
evaluation methods, including the Sage customer enhancement request website and user 
surveys.  

Both new and existing customers will find immediate benefit to their business operations from 
the enhancements in Sage 100 ERP 2013. We strongly encourage customers running older 
versions of Sage 100 ERP to schedule their 2013 upgrades shortly following the release, so 
they can begin utilizing the enhancements and the business benefits outlined in this document. 
For the most current support information, please refer to the Supported Versions document 
posted on the Partner Portal (partners.Sagenorthamerica.com).  

SAGE 100 ERP 
Sage 100 ERP (formerly Sage ERP MAS 90 and 200) is the most comprehensive business 
management suite by Sage for mid-sized and smaller distributors and manufacturers looking to 
streamline operations in a cost-effective, accessible and secure way. An innovative, flexible 
solution for growing businesses, Sage 100 ERP offers modern architecture, robust features, 
ease of use, and powerful customization. The user-centered design allows customers to easily 
build the system they need from a broad suite of modules including financial, business 
intelligence, human resources, customer relationship management (CRM), eBusiness, 
manufacturing and distribution. Specific requirements can be met and business rules enforced 
by adapting and changing the system using innovative codeless customization, which also 
survives upgrades and keeps total cost of ownership low. Sage 100 ERP offers product line 
stability and the benefit of years of customer input from tens of thousands of installations and 
an established ecosystem of expert Business Partners. 

SAGE 100 ERP 2013 AVAILABILITY 
The main delivery method for Sage 100 ERP 2013 will be electronic download, with the ability 
to order physical media for an additional fee. The Sage 100 ERP 2013 Auto-Delivery download 
availability for current customers, and General Availability for New Sales, is expected mid-
December 2012.   

http://partners.sagenorthamerica.com/
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NEW VISUAL PROCESS FLOWS 
New Sage Visual Process Flows help increase productivity and reduce time navigating business 
processes by providing a graphical process-oriented interface for customers. The predefined 
processes provide end-users with a clear view of the steps and tools required to complete a 
task, simplifying complex tasks. The Visual Process Flow Designer can be used to easily create 
custom flows for unique needs and specific roles. These customizable processes make it easy 
for new users to learn Sage 100 ERP or existing users to complete tasks such as year-end, 
which are only occasionally performed. 

Sage 100 ERP 2013 includes seven predefined process flows: 
Sales Order 
Returns 
Shipping 
Inventory, Physical Count 
Purchase Order 
Accounts Receivable 
Accounts Payable 
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HELP SYSTEM AND FEATURE TOURS 
Sage 100 ERP 2013 includes enhancements to the Help System and new Feature Tour videos. 
The Help System Module PDFs have been moved to the Resources Page, where they are 
readily accessible to users. Customers can now provide Sage with feedback on each Help topic 
that they access. To assist in performing common tasks, new Feature Tour Videos are now 
available to Sage 100 ERP users as a quick visual how-to help reference. At the time of the 
2013 release, over a dozen brief Feature Tour videos are linked from within the product to 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/sage100erpdoc. Feature Tours and additional 
documentation such as User Guides, Module PDFs, concepts and procedures, are also 
available on the Customer Portal.  

NEW FUNCTIONALITY IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE  
New Accounts Payable features in the 2013 release provide customers with the ability to use 
the same invoice number as their vendor’s, inactivate vendors while retaining all their 
information in the system, and easily view cleared checks in Vendor Maintenance. 

EXPANDED INVOICE NUMBER 
The Invoice Number field is expanded in the 2013 release to accommodate up to 20 characters 
so that the entire invoice number of a vendor can be entered, exactly as it appears, minimizing 
the need to truncate. This simplifies the process of matching invoices from vendors and 
reduces errors by simply using the same invoice number in the Sage 100 ERP system as the 
vendor’s invoice number.  

In order to keep the portrait format of some reports and listings, such as Aged Invoice Report 
and Trial Balance, they are slightly modified to display the full 20 character AP Vendor Invoice 
number. Journals and Journal Comments that contain references to the Vendor No, Invoice 
Number, and Comment Detail use additional rows in order to accommodate the longer field 
length. 

In the 2013 release, the 
Accounts Payable Invoice 
Number field is expanded 
to accommodate up to 20 
characters.  

http://www.youtube.com/sage100erpdoc
https://customers.sagenorthamerica.com/irj/portal/anonymous/login
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INACTIVE VENDOR 

New features in 2013 allow Vendors to be inactivated, and “reason codes” may be created to 
reference why that action was taken. When this functionality is used, all historical transactions 
are maintained until an authorized user chooses to permanently delete those records. Full 
details of the action taken are in the audit log, and only authorized users can make a payment 
to a vendor with an inactive status to avoid payment mistakes. In 2013, Inactive Vendors can be 
hidden from view, or excluded from listings and forms for faster lookups and data entry.  

In Vendor Maintenance, set Vendor Status to 
Inactive to restrict transactions, and prevent 
inadvertent data entries while maintaining 
historical transaction information.   
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CLEARED CHECK INFORMATION CONVENIENTLY AVAILABLE  

In response to Sage 100 ERP customer requests, the 2013 release includes the option to 
display and access all relevant bank information in convenient places, as well as the option to 
show the cleared check information in Bank Reconciliation, and in Accounts Payable Vendor 
Maintenance without having to access the Bank Reconciliation module. Cleared checks also 
display in Invoices, Transactions and Check Tabs in Vendor Maintenance. Historical check 
information will not display, these enhancements only apply to checks entered into Sage 100 
ERP 2013. 

Create Reason Codes using the 
Inactive Reason Code Maintenance 
table. These Reason Codes can be 
assigned when either customers or 
vendors are designated as Inactive. 

In Accounts Payable Options, activate Display Cleared 
Checks in Vendor Maintenance.   
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NEW FUNCTIONALITY IN ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE  
New Accounts Receivable features in the 2013 release provide the ability to inactivate 
customers while retaining their information in the system. 

INACTIVE CUSTOMER 

New features in 2013 allow Customers to be inactivated, and “reason codes” may be created to 
reference why that action was taken. When a customer is inactivated, that account is restricted 
from use in all data entries, except for receiving payments. For collections and other activities, 
when a customer is identified as Inactive they are easily identified and targeted for collections 
communications, mailing labels and statement printing. Historical information for Inactive 
Customers is retained and available for view and print, and for sales comparisons. To avoid 
unnecessary clutter, especially during data entry, Inactive Customers can be excluded from 
lookups by selecting an option in Company Maintenance. As with the Inactive Vendor, full 
details of the action taken are included in the audit log. 

    

View complete check information in Vendor 
Maintenance, including cleared checks, without 
having to access Bank Reconciliation.   
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NEW FUNCTIONALITY IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT  
Several Inventory Maintenance Screen enhancements are in the 2013 release, including Item 
Maintenance. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN ITEM MAINTENANCE  

Additional item details are available on the main tab in Item Maintenance in the 2013 release. 
Customer service personnel can easily see on-hand quantities directly from one screen. From 
this screen it’s easy to click on each of the items and drill into details, such as view the details 
for the On Hand Quantities in all warehouses.   

Inactivate customers in Customer Maintenance 
to restrict transactions, and prevent inadvertent 
data entries while maintaining historical 
transaction information.   

Assign reason codes when taking the 
action to inactivate customers. 
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BANK RECONCILIATION ACH ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS 
ENHANCEMENTS 
In the 2013 release, enhancements allow ACH electronic payments to post to Bank 
Reconciliation in detail. When this option is selected, separate ACH details for each vendor post 
to show unique vendor ACH electronic check numbers and dollar amounts. This option can be 
activated with or without vendor remittance, and no deposit or check entry is necessary. 

For efficient access, additional 
details will be available on the main 
tab in Item maintenance such as on-
hand quantity information.    

Activate the ability to Post to Bank 
Reconciliation in Detail from the 
Accounts Payable options screen.   

View additional information on the 
highlighted item using the quantity 
recap button.     
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PAPERLESS OFFICE ENHANCEMENTS 
The power of Paperless Office is now available in Sage 100 ERP 2013 on public mail servers. 
This includes Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) mail services 
such as Google mail, Yahoo, AT&T, and Hotmail.  This enhancement allows the use of SMTP 
authentication, so users no longer need to maintain their own email server, and can use other 
options such as Google Apps. Communication between the client and server is encrypted, 
protecting sensitive company information, and ensuring you are talking to the actual server. 

SAGE CRM ENHANCEMENTS 
New Sage CRM integration and workflow enhancements enable the integration of multiple ERP 
companies into one CRM database, and provide upgrade-safe Sage CRM customizations. In 
Sage 100 ERP 2013, tasks launched from Sage CRM do not require the use of a Sage 100 
ERP user license.  

MULTI-COMPANY SAGE CRM   

The Sage 100 ERP 2013 release includes Sage CRM integration enhancements that enable 
multiple ERP companies to be mapped to a single Sage CRM system.  Sage 100 ERP 
customers who have created and are operating more than one company or division are able to 
integrate these companies to one single Sage CRM instance. This allows customers using 
Sage CRM to get a single consolidated view of all customer facing activities, and salespeople to 
more efficiently move between all their customer records, regardless of the associated Sage 
100 ERP company, using customer numbers or database identification.  
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SAGE CRM QUICK ORDER ENTRY  

New quick order entry screens are now optionally available for Sage 100 Advanced and 
Premium ERP 2013, which can be used in addition to the standard order entry screens.   

UPGRADE SAFE SAGE CRM CUSTOMIZATIONS  

Provided with Sage 100 ERP 2013, enhancements in Sage CRM 7.1 SP2.3S include 
safeguards to preserve the Sage CRM customizations when installing a CRM patch or service 
pack. If the Sage CRM SDK or in-product customization tool components are utilized to develop 
the Sage CRM customizations, they do not have to be reapplied following an update. This 
streamlines implementation of patches and service packs, and makes them much easier to 
apply. 

CREDIT CARD PROCESSING ENHANCEMENTS 
Credit Card Processing in Sage 100 ERP 2013 utilizes Sage Exchange to provide many 
enhancements and increased flexibility including card-swipe capabilities, charges for repetitive 
invoices and Accounts Receivable invoices, improved cash flow management and forecasting, 
and provides a consolidated view of payment activity. Sage Exchange Support is automatically 
included when establishing a merchant account with Sage Payment Solutions. For security and 
Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance, all credit card data will be moved to the Sage 
Exchange Vault. The Sage Exchange components are installed with Sage 100 ERP 2013 even 
for customers who do not own the credit card module. 

Sage Exchange is the cloud-based technology that provides the integration between Sage 100 
ERP and the Sage Payments Gateway. It consists of three key elements: the Sage Exchange 
Vault, the Sage Exchange Portal, and third party developer tools which enable Sage 

Quick order entry screens will enable 
Sage 100 ERP order processing in the 
familiar Sage CRM environment without 
the need to launch a Sales Order 
screen. 
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Development Partners to connect to Sage Exchange. The Sage Exchange technology includes 
connection to a secure vault for storing all sensitive credit card information outside of Sage 100 
ERP, as well as for processing credit card transactions. Sage Exchange is fully PCI compliant. 
Therefore the 2013 release is no longer subject to the lengthy Payment Applications – Data 
Security Standards (PA-DSS) audit process which ties up valuable Sage resources. This does 
not eliminate the need for customers to perform an annual PCI compliance audit.   

SAGE EXCHANGE   

The Sage Exchange Portal provides a user-configurable dashboard and the flexibility to view 
payments information on the web via a tablet or desktop, in the manner each customer would 
prefer. Customize My Dashboard to gain access to the information that is important to you.  
Use the predefined tabs to assign access to the Sage Exchange Portal for your employees, 
create customized coupons for use with specific credit card terminals. Get 24/7 access to the 
Sage Payment Solutions customer support database, right at your fingertips. 

SAGE EXCHANGE VAULT  

Reduce fraud exposure by storing sensitive cardholder data in the secure, cloud-based Sage 
Exchange Vault. For added cardholder security, Sage 100 ERP 2013 also allows a one-time 
use credit card payment transaction without saving credit card information. Customers 
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migrating from previous versions of the software are able to easily move their customers’ credit 
card information from their current location into the secure Sage Exchange Vault.  

CREDIT CARD ENHANCEMENTS  

Sage 100 ERP 2013 provides the ability to accept payments by credit card for services 
rendered at the time of Accounts Receivable invoice creation for the invoice total, without 
requiring the use of Sales Order. This streamlines acceptance of credit cards by companies 
that sell services, such as landscape architects and business consultants. At the time of Sales 
Order creation, each unique business is able to define the pre-authorization amount they want 
to use, whether it’s a portion of the transaction, an amount over the transaction amount, or the 
entire amount owed. It is also easier to provide customers with confirmation of payment by 
including the payment amount on the Sales Order invoice. New functionality in Sage 100 ERP 
2013 enables the ability to apply credit card payments for recurring invoices. Businesses can 
streamline their repetitive billing for services, such as membership dues.  

CARD SWIPE CAPABILITIES  
Sage Exchange reduces merchant transaction fees when cards are present and speeds the 
entry process when swiping credit cards using a Sage Payments recognized card swipe device 
attached to the terminal. Our new card swipe capabilities have been truly integrated so that 
payments processing is built into the normal Sage 100 ERP workflow, which can replace the 
disconnected card swipe capabilities many companies use. 
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SAGE ADVISOR UPDATE ENHANCEMENTS   
Sage 100 ERP 2013 provides several enhancements and updates to Sage Advisor capabilities, 
and enables self-service management of Product Updates. This new website includes 
download installation components for manual installations, current information on maintenance 
and support entitlement and expiration dates, and the ability to schedule an Automatic Check 
for Updates.   

ZIP CODE UPDATE 
The ZIP Code information has been updated in Sage 100 ERP 2013 to reflect the most current 
changes and additions.  

SDATA AND EBUSINESS WEB SERVICES   
Sage Data (SData) is a communication protocol powering the integration of Sage products. It 
provides a common Web Services interface and communications protocol to communicate 
information to the server. Sage 100 ERP 2013 includes some S-Data components to Support 
current SOAP web services. Additional CRUD access for inventory data will be available as a 
separate installation. S-Data can be used as an enabler to support web cloud integration with 
other Sage products, such as SageCRM.com. For more details on SData, please visit the 
SData site: http://sdata.sage.com. 

Sage Advisor allows you to conveniently schedule when to 
check for updates, view available updates, and download 
hot fixes and updates.   

http://sdata.sage.com/
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Existing eBusiness Web Services will be compatible with Sage 100 ERP 2013, however all new 
web services functionality will be provided using SData. Two new web service methods were 
added to existing eBusiness Web Services to support the integration with Sage Exchange. 
PreAuthorizeCreditCard sends the notification to pre-authorize a credit card with the card that is 
already stored in the Sage Vault, and AddCreditCardtoVault allows credit cards to be sent to 
the vault.  

SAGE 100 ERP INTELLIGENCE REPORTING ENHANCEMENTS 
New features and functionality to Sage 100 ERP Intelligence Reporting for the 2013 release 
include performance enhancements for Financial Reports and the enhanced Report Designer 
functionality. Convenient enhancements to the Financial Reports include Current Month 
Identifier, Company Code Identifier, and Changed Note Pages. Intelligence Reporting has also 
been added to the Productivity tools for convenience in downloading during the installation 
process 

REPORT DESIGNER ADD-IN  
Sage 100 ERP Intelligence Reporting includes a new Report Designer Add-In that offers an 
alternative to the Report Designer's Current Report Layout. This new Mapping Tool allows 
users to take full control of all the design aspects of their report layouts and take the complexity 
out of designing financial reports inside Excel. The Add-In provides drag-and-drop Excel 
financial formulas which communicate with a new In-Memory processing engine for brilliant 
performance and greatly enhanced flexibility. 

From within the Mapping Tool Interface, users now have the flexibility to add their reporting 
groups and delete existing reporting groups. It also now correctly auto-sizes each text column 
according to the longest value that the field contains, saving you the time needed to resize 
manually. 
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FINANCIAL REPORTS  
Sage 100 ERP Intelligence Reporting for the 2013 release includes enhancements to Financial 
Reports within the Report Designer including a new Current Month layout allowing users to see 
values for a selected period. The period can be changed by clicking on the Change Period 
button in the BI Toolbar. The Financial Containers have been enhanced to include ‘Segment 
Code Descriptions’, New Budget YTD fields Expressions, Prior Budget YTD fields, YTD Excel 
Expressions.  

.  

SAGE 100 ERP ONLINE  
Sage 100 ERP Online 2013 is expected to become available shortly after on premise. Sage 100 
ERP Online is a suite of business management software applications hosted by Sage, 
accessed over the Internet, and made available on a monthly pay-as-you-go basis.  

SAGE 100 ERP 2013 BUSINESS PARTNER CERTIFICATION  
The certification for Sage 100 ERP 2013 includes classes to provide all necessary information 
for Sage Business Partners to provide customers with flexibility in their choice of all editions, 
including Standard, Advanced, Premium, and Online. Business Partners are required to 
maintain specific product certifications available on the partner site on www.SageU.com.  

http://www.sageu.com/
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Partners and customers can learn about the new features by viewing a free “What’s New” 
Anytime Learning course, which is available on the Sage University partner and customer sites 
at www.SageU.com.  

Certification and re-certification details are available on Sage Partner University in the product 
certifications section.  

CONNECTED SERVICES UPDATES 
The following Connected Services will provide Sage 100 ERP 2013 customers with additional 
specialized features and functionality such as up-to-date Federal and State forms and eFiling, 
accessibility to current and accurate calculations, and visibility into critical data from almost 
anywhere, anytime.   

FEDERAL AND STATE EFILING AND REPORTING 
The Sage 100 ERP integration to Federal and State eFiling and Reporting, powered by Aatrix, 
is enhanced in the 2013 release to streamline the installation. Using Sage 100 ERP eFiling and 
Reporting, customers save time and money no longer having to order, stock, or track printed 
forms, or load and align those forms when printing. They can increase their productivity by auto-
generating a completed federal and state form that’s ready to print, sign, and send by mail, 
when they are on an active Business Care plan. Or as Sage 100 ERP customers, they are also 
able to continue to choose to electronically file for a low eFiling fee.  

Please note that for Sage 100 ERP versions 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 the 2012 Year-End Update 
will be required in order for customers to continue using Federal and State eFiling and 
Reporting to eFile W–2s and 1099s to the appropriate state and federal agencies, print and 
mail the forms to their employees, or use the fee-based eFiling service.  

As stated in the retirement section below, the in-product traditional Accounts Payable Form 
1099, Payroll Quarterly 941 Form, and Payroll W2 Form printing using pre-printed forms and 
eFile preparation using the Electronic Reporting module are scheduled to be retired with the 
Sage 100 ERP 2014 release. In the 2013 release, the traditional menu options are hidden in a 
new installation, although the ability to unhide them is provided.  

http://www.sageu.com/
http://www.sageu.com/
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Please note: Tax Year 2013 is the last year we will maintain and support tax forms within the 
standard Accounts Payable, Payroll and Electronic Reporting modules. Filings for Tax Years 
2014 and later will only be available with the Sage 100 ERP integration to Federal and State 
eFiling and Reporting, powered by Aatrix. The Payroll Tax Tables will continue to be maintained 
according to the most current Supported Versions document.      

SAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS 
Sage Payment Solutions continues to be compatible with Sage 100 ERP 2013 providing a 
complete Credit Card Processing solution through Sage Exchange and utilizing Sage Payment 
Solutions merchant accounts. Please refer to the Credit Card Enhancement section of this 
document for more details. 

Credit Card Processing provides a complete credit card processing solution for mail order, 
telephone order, and Internet businesses, including corporate and government purchasing 
cards. In addition to Accounts Receivable Cash Receipts Entry, Sales Order Entry, Sales Order 
Invoice Data Entry, and eBusiness Manager Order Entry in Sage 100 ERP 2013, data for credit 
card processing will also be available for manual entry in Accounts Receivable Invoice Data 
Entry and Repetitive Invoice Entry. A credit card will be able to be associated with a recurring 
invoice and processed upon conversion to a standard invoice in Accounts Receivable Invoice 
Entry.  

SAGE 100 ERP SHIPPING BY SMARTLINC 
Sage 100 ERP Shipping is a new web-based, fully scalable multi-carrier shipping solution that 
can be deployed at single or multiple locations for Sage 100 ERP customers. Compatible with 
Sage 100 ERP 2013, and version 4.5, our shipping solution supports UPS, USPS, FedEx, DHL, 
LTL and Full Truck load carriers, company vehicles or regional carriers. Shipment charges and 
tracking numbers are automatically updated to Sage 100 ERP, and email notifications 
automatically sent with the date, the carrier, tracking number, and an automatic link to the 
carrier’s website.  

SAGE 100 ERP SALES TAX 
Sage 100 ERP Sales Tax, Powered by AvaTax, will remain compatible with the 2013 
release, simplifying the sales tax payments process for any business. This hosted, web-
based solution automatically performs address validation, sales tax jurisdiction research, 
and rate calculation—all on the fly within your accounting application, with no change to your 
existing workflow.  

SAGE COMMON SOLUTIONS 
Sage will continue to provide solutions across the entire enterprise for Sage 100 ERP 
customers, including:   

SAGE HRMS   
With the availability of Sage 100 ERP 2013, a new version of Sage HRMS Payroll is compatible 
with Sage 100 Premium ERP, for Microsoft SQL Server. This product will be integrated with 
General Ledger, and includes unlimited direct deposit and ACH transaction functionality, as well 
as standard tax tables and electronic reporting for all states and unlimited locals. Sage HRMS 
Payroll also allows the customer’s employees to access their current and historical pay stub 
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information in the cloud. Sage HRMS Payroll will be able to be installed independently without 
the HR functionality of HRMS.  

Sage 100 Standard and Advanced ERP will remain compatible with the most recent release of 
Sage HRMS, version 2012, with no new integration points. The current Sage 100 ERP Payroll 
module will continue to be offered for new sales and supported for Sage 100 Standard and 
Advanced ERP with Payroll Tax Table Updates (TTUs).  
Customers wanting a robust HRMS solution can continue to purchase any of the available Sage 
HRMS components including Employee Self Service, Talent Management, Benefits 
Management and more. 

SAGE BUDGETING AND PLANNING  
Sage Budgeting and Planning (formerly known as Sage Active Planner) will continue to be 
available for the Sage 100 ERP 2013 release providing customers with the ability to transform a 
budgeting nightmare into a collaborative budgeting and planning process. Empowering the 
financial staff with more control, shorter planning cycles and time to focus on continuous 
performance improvement will help the company realize its strategic goals. 

SAGE SALESLOGIX  
DynaLink which was used for the integration to Sage SalesLogix has been transitioned to a 
third party. Current Sage 100 ERP DynaLink customers will be contacted with further 
information.  

THIRD PARTY CONSIDERATIONS
CRYSTAL REPORTS VERSION 2011 
Crystal Reports 2011 is used with Sage 100 ERP 2013 to provide access to data formatting and 
delivery as meaningful information, both inside and outside your organization. Enhancements to 
the 2011 release include a .net runtime engine component, the ability to export directly to Excel 
workbook .XLSX format, Adobe Flash integration, built-in bar code support and enhanced 
Report Designer features.  
Please note that due to changes in Crystal Reports 2011 the following runtime exports are no 
longer available: 
             Export Destinations 

• Direct export to email (MAPI)  
• Direct export to Exchange Folder 
• Direct export to Lotus Domino (mail) 

Export Formats 
• Export to HTML 
• Export to ODBC 
• Export to Record Style 
• Export to Report Definition 
• Export to XML Legacy 

The export destinations and formats are available from within the Crystal Reports Designer. 
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TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORTED PLATFORM UPDATES 
The Sage 100 ERP 2013 release includes several technology updates, including a 64-bit ODBC 
driver, implementation of MSI, and compatibility for Sage 100 ERP Premium for Microsoft SQL 
Server 2012.  

64-BIT ODBC DRIVER  
The new 64-bit driver provides for integration and improved performance with 64-bit 
applications that access Sage 100 ERP data, including 64-bit Microsoft Office and Linked 
Server configurations.  

MSI IMPLEMENTATION  
The Sage 100 ERP 2013 release utilizes the MSI Windows Installer, an industry standard. MSI 
bundles applications into a single file, making it easier to install on user’s computers, new user 
setup, utilize scriptable API, more flexibility and control of updates.     

WINDOWS® 8  
Sage 100 ERP 2013 is compatible with Windows® 8 and Windows® Server 2012. Testing is 
currently underway for backward compatibility with all supported versions of Sage 100 ERP. For 
the most current information on released products, the current supported compatibility product 
matrix (SPCM) is available on the Sage Customer Portal and Partner Portal.    

MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2012 FOR SAGE 100 PREMIUM ERP  
Sage 100 Premium ERP 2013 is compatible with Microsoft SQL Server 2012. If customers 
purchased their Microsoft SQL Server licenses from Sage and are current on a Business Care 
Plan, they will receive their copy of Microsoft SQL Server 2012 as a benefit of their Sage 
Business Care plan. For the most current information on backwards compatibility to previous 
releases or other products, the current supported compatibility product matrix (SPCM) is 
available on the Sage Customer Portal and Partner Portal.    

DEVELOPMENT PARTNER SECTION 
The DB2 and OCI database interfaces was removed from the ProvideX executable in the Sage 
100 ERP 2013 release.  While the MySQL interface remains in this release, developers using 
the MySQL interface should plan to migrate their code to the ODB or ADO interface for 
subsequent releases. A new Information record type and table is in the 2013 release to provide 
a list of all available records in one convenient location.     

EBUSINESS WEB SERVICES  
Existing eBusiness Web Services will be compatible with Sage 100 ERP 2013, however all new 
web services functionality will be provided using SData. For more details on SData, refer to the 
SData section of this document. 

TABLE DRIVEN CONVERSION  
To support frictionless upgrades, the Sage 100 ERP conversion process has been simplified in 
the 2013 release by placing the calls to conversion code in one table which can easily be read 
to determine if conversion is needed. A new Development Studio utility for all conversion 
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functionality is available that utilizes a driving table to look at calls for any specific tables. 
Common conversion logic was used, eliminating duplicated code and potential bugs. A history 
table has been added to read through the driving table and check the data’s history file to 
determine if the conversion logic needs to be executed. As the conversion of each table is 
successfully completed, a record corresponding to the one in the driving table will be written to 
the history file.  

RETIREMENTS 
To help plan customer upgrades, we want to make sure you are aware that several retirements 
have been made with the Sage 100 ERP 2013 release or are planned for the next release. 

CREDIT CARD PROCESSING POWERED BY PCCHARGE  
The Credit Card Processing module powered by PCCharge Payment Server will retire as of 
December 31, 2012 and will not be compatible with the Sage 100 ERP 2013 release. Sage will 
no longer provide Customer Support for any versions of Credit Card Processing by PCCharge 
after December 31, 2012.  

We strongly recommend that customers running on older releases switch to Sage Payment 
Solutions for their Credit Card Processing and obtain a Sage Payment Solutions merchant 
account prior to upgrading to Sage 100 ERP 2013. Without a Sage Payment Solutions 
merchant account, integrated credit card processing cannot occur.  

FIXED ASSETS MODULE  
The Sage 100 ERP Fixed Assets module (formerly Sage ERP MAS Fixed Assets module), with 
the maximum capacity of 1,500 assets has been retired and replaced with Sage Fixed Assets – 
Depreciation with Reporting, which can process 10,000 assets or more, depending on system 
configuration and usage. There is no change to the Fixed Assets Link, which will remain on the 
Sage 100 ERP menu.  If you previously owned the Sage 100 ERP Fixed Assets module, you 
will be able to download Sage Fixed Assets-Depreciation with Reporting version 2013 at the 
same time you download your Sage 100 ERP 2013 software. 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE FORM 1099, PAYROLL FORM 941 AND FORM W2,
AND ELECTRONIC REPORTING 1099 AND W2   
Currently planned to be retired with the next release, Sage 100 ERP 2014, will be the traditional 
Accounts Payable Form 1099, Payroll Quarterly 941 Form, and Payroll W2 Form printing using 
pre-printed forms, and the W2 and 1099 file creation using the Electronic Reporting module, in 
favor of utilizing the plain paper printing capabilities provided in eFiling and Reporting powered 
by Aatrix. (Please refer to the Federal and State eFiling and Reporting section for more details.)  

BUSINESS ALERTS  
As you may know, Sage Business Alerts Professional and Business Alerts Select for Sage 100 
ERP was developed by Global Software, and marketed and sold by Sage as Business Alerts 
under an OEM agreement. This agreement between Global Software and Sage ended on 
November 1, 2012, and Sage Business Alerts has transitioned back to Global Software. This 
transition is an excellent opportunity to introduce customers to another solution available from 
Sage, Sage ERP Alerts and Workflow by Vineyardsoft, a Sage Endorsed Partner Solution. 
Alerts and Workflow is a business activity monitoring solution that monitors ERP data for 
critical, time-sensitive information, such as overdue invoices, stock shortages, and clients who 
have changed their buying habits. When such conditions occur, Sage Alerts sends out alerts 
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through a wide variety of devices and methods, including email, fax, cell phone, instant 
message, dashboard, and Twitter. 

On-plan Sage Business Alerts Professional customers will automatically receive a copy of 
Alerts and Workflow at no cost. At the time of expiration of their contract, former Sage Business 
Alerts customers can choose to renew Sage ERP Alerts and Workflow through Sage, or Sage 
Business Alerts through Global Software. Customers with existing support contracts will be 
supported by Global Software without interruption.  

REPORT MASTER  
Reminder - Report Master was officially retired with the 4.5 release. The Report Master reports 
will no longer be able to be migrated from an older release to the Sage 100 ERP 2013 release.  

FRX  
Reminder – FRx was retired by the manufacturer, Microsoft, and is no longer supported. Sage 
100 ERP Business Intelligence is the current financial reporting and analysis solution for Sage 
ERP products.  

EXTENDED SOLUTIONS  
Reminder - as of 2/1/11 Sage has exited the Extended Solutions business. The main features 
and functionality of some select Extended Solutions titles were incorporated into the core 
product as of the Sage 100 ERP 4.5 product release. 

Business Partners and customers have a voice in our roadmap and in features and functionality 
that will be incorporated into future Sage 100 ERP releases. Please use your voice on the 
feedback and request site www.Sage100ERP.com/Sage100ERPFeedback. Sign up, view ideas 
already submitted, suggest new ideas, collaborate on suggested enhancements, and—most 
importantly—vote on the ideas that you value. It takes just a few minutes to participate.  

6561 Irvine Center Drive 
Irvine, CA  92618-2301 

800.854.3415 
www.Sage100ERP.com 

The information contained in this document represents the current view of Sage on the issues discussed 
as of the date this document was prepared. Sage cannot guarantee the accuracy of any information 
presented after the date of publication. The capabilities, system requirements and/or compatibility with 
third-party products described herein are subject to change without notice. Contact Sage for the most 
current information. Always consult a network specialist to discuss the security risks involved before 
implementing any Internet solution. Sage is not responsible for the content or maintenance of third-party 
Web sites referred to herein.  This document is for informational purposes only and may not be distributed 
to third parties. SAGE MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IN THIS DOCUMENT.  

©2012 Sage Software, Inc. All rights reserved. Sage, the Sage logos, and the Sage product and service 
names mentioned herein are registered trademarks or trademarks of Sage Software, Inc. or its affiliated 
entities. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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